e this time, which inclines towards narrower and narrower specialisation, personalities of broad interests who can assert themselves in a variety of disciplines and activities are inevitably becoming scarce. One of these rare exceptions is a member of the editorial board of the Acta Silesiaca, a renowned historian, an ethnographer, and a university lecturer, a tireless organizer of scientific research and popularizer of its results, a journalist and a script writer, as well as an experienced traveller, prof. PhDr. Mečislav Borák, CSc. Míťa, as his friends call him, and I have known each other for forty years. We have cooperated on a number of research projects and I have had the opportunity to follow closely his diverse activities which have lead him to various corners of the world and which are still continuing, so one cannot believe that earlier this year he has celebrated only his 70 th birthday. Let us grasp this opportunity to commemorate his work at least, far from consummated as it may be, the detailed evaluation of which is yet to be awaited from the hands of the next generation of historians.
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Upon the Jubilee of Professor Mečislav Borák Dušan JANÁK Fakulta veřejných politik, Slezská univerzita v Opavě Faculty of Public Policies, Silesian University in Opava, Olbrichova 625/25, 746 01 Opava, Czech Republic dusan.janak@fvp.slu.cz e this time, which inclines towards narrower and narrower specialisation, personalities of broad interests who can assert themselves in a variety of disciplines and activities are inevitably becoming scarce. One of these rare exceptions is a member of the editorial board of the Acta Silesiaca, a renowned historian, an ethnographer, and a university lecturer, a tireless organizer of scientific research and popularizer of its results, a journalist and a script writer, as well as an experienced traveller, prof. PhDr. Mečislav Borák, CSc. Míťa, as his friends call him, and I have known each other for forty years. We have cooperated on a number of research projects and I have had the opportunity to follow closely his diverse activities which have lead him to various corners of the world and which are still continuing, so one cannot believe that earlier this year he has celebrated only his 70 th birthday. Let us grasp this opportunity to commemorate his work at least, far from consummated as it may be, the detailed evaluation of which is yet to be awaited from the hands of the next generation of historians. 1 He was born towards the end of the war, on 31 January 1945, in Růžďka near Vsetín. However, he spent most of his childhood and youth in Frýdek-Místek. After finishing secondary school, he studied journalism at the Faculty of Social Sciences of the Charles University in Prague. He graduated in the tumultuous year 1968, and after having performed the basic military service, he returned to the Ostravian outskirts in the autumn of the following year. He initially lived in Havířov, then moved to Ostrava, where he has been living to this day. At the start, Borák was attracted by modern history, but in the atmosphere of the norma-1 Until today, there have only been biographical entries, released on various occasions, which record mainly publications and in part other activities of M. Borák. Cf. Životní jubileum Mečislava Boráka [The Jubilee of Mečislav Borák], in: Těšínsko, 37, 1995, 4, 31; 101, 2015, 1, [234] [235] [236] [237] . See the bibliographic database of the Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, v. v. i ., available at http://biblio.hiu.cas.cz/or own bibliography on the website of the Faculty of Public Policies of the Silesian University, available at http://www.slu.cz/fvp/cz/uses/pracovnici/mecislav-borak.
setting in, which, as an incipient journalist, he did not wish to participate in, he accepted the position of a psychologist and social worker in the Ostravian coop Zlatník instead, which he held until the mid-1970s. In his spare time, however, he pursued his interest in history, and in 1972 he received a doctorate of philosophy for his work on the history of the Catholic press, 2 which, at that time, was definitely not a preferred topic. His further professional career was closely associated with the Opavian Museum. From 1975, he worked as a historian in the Silesian Museum in Opava, from 1984 he was a scientific worker of the Silesian Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic) in Opava, which became part of the Silesian Museum in Opava in the spring of 1993. In the late 1980s, he was bestowed the scientific title of the Candidate of Historical Sciences for his work on anti-fascist resistance in Těšín Silesia. 3 Since the early 1990s, he lectured at departments and institutes of history at the University of Ostrava, the Silesian University in Opava and the Palacký University Olomouc, where he was awarded the title of Associate Professor in 2001. 4 In 2004, he joined the Faculty of Philosophy and Science of the Silesian University in Opava, and in 2009 he was appointed as professor in the field of Czechoslovak and Czech history. He is currently a fellow at the Institute of Central European Studies of the Faculty of Public Policies of the Silesian University in Opava, where he is the guarantor of the doctoral study of Modern Central European History, and he is active at the Silesian Museum in Opava on a part-time basis, and, since 2000, also at the Prague Documentation Centre for Property Transfers of Cultural Assets of WWII Victims. The anchorage in the historical regions of Těšín and Silesia, where his basic research and methodologies originate, is the most symptomatic of Borák's work. 5 In his core research activities, however, he proved capable of surpassing the regional dimension, he has interconnected his research activities on the national and international plane succesfully , as it has been the case with the micro-historical and macro-historical levels. He has always been a historian of human destinies, 6 primarily, a seeker of the ordinary "little" people, seemingly irretrievably lost in "grand" history, and a narrator of their life stories, which he could set into the more general framework of "grand" history. Not only that, he has repeatedly returned to the topics that have interested him and always brought new facts and insights on whose basis he has been able to revise and extend earlier findings and deepen the existing historical knowledge. In the late 1970s and 1980s, when he began his research into the so-called Životice tragedy, he also recounted its causes, course and significance in the monograph Zločin v Životicích
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The so-called Polenlagers, a special system of Nazi concentration camps for Poles in Silesia, formed a relatively independent aspect of war history, loosely associated with forced labour of the population on occupied territories to work in the Reich. These issues were dealt comprehensively by M. Borák in connection with his activities as a member and the Chairman of the Apellate Committee for the Compensation of Forced Labourers by the Czech Council for Victims of Nazism and the Czech-German Fund for the Future between 2001 and 2006. Already in 2001, he conducted a summarizing study of forced labour, taking into account the circumstances in Těšín Silesia and the deployment of the Poles in the Reich, which was used in determining the conditions of the compensation to forced labourers; in addition, later, of course, he informed other European countries and the professional public on the course of compensation of Nazi victims in our country.
14 In 2004, he published the first comprehensive study of the so-called Czech Polenlagers, which he had already focused on in several articles.
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In the late 1990s, he devoted much attention to clarify controversial issues related to the Polish annexation of the Těšín territory in [1938] [1939] Těšínsko, 37, 1994, 4, 24-27; BORÁK, Mečislav: Tábory pro Poláky ve Slezsku (1939 , 1942 -1945 [Camps for Poles in Silesia (1939 , 1942 -1945 50, 2007, 4, 4-6; 24 BORÁK, Mečislav: Těšínsko v letech 1938 -1945 [Těšín Region in 1938 -1945 , in: Nástin dějin Těšínska, BORÁK, Mečislav -GAWRECKI, Dan (eds.), Ostrava -Praha 1992 , 102-117. Polish translation: BORÁK, Mečislav: Śląsk Cieszyński w latach 1938 -1945 , Ostrava -Praha 1992, 102-117; BORÁK, Mečislav: Těšínské Slezsko v rámci okupovaného pohraničí v letech 1938 -1945 [Těšín Silesia Within the Occupied Borderland 1938 -1945 , in: Historie okupovaného pohraničí 1938 -1945 , Vol. 11, Ústí nad Labem 2006 More generally, he has elaborated on this issue in a recent article on the contemporary transformation of the view of "neighbours" in the Czech-Polish border regions. 33 Finally, it is necessary to mention some minor articles on interesting personalities and events of Těšín Silesia. Opava, 1998, 283-291; BORÁK, Mečislav: Okres 1938 -1945 [The Period 1938 -1945 , in: Śląskoznawcze deficyty badawcze nauk historycznych, CZAPLIŃSKI, Marek -DĘBICKI, Jacek -PRZERWA, Tomasz (eds.), Wrocław 2007, 125 Once the archives were made available to researchers and it was possible to study the previously tabooed topics after 1989, M. Borák became one of the most prominent figures of the research in political repression of the citizens from the end of the 1930s to the mid-1950s in Czechoslovakia and in Central and Eastern Europe. We may here distinguish four basic directions of his research activities, 41 two of which have contributed primarily to the elimination of "white spots" in our recent history after 1945, i.e. the period, which he previously dealt only marginally while working at the Silesian Institute.
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The first was an extensive research of internment forms in political persecution after World War II, especially various types of camps and camp systems. In the first half of the 1990s, he examined the activities of the commissions for the classification of the citizens for forced labour camps (TNP) 1948 (TNP) -1954 in the Ostrava Region and in Czechoslovakia, summarizing his findings in a monograph, which earned international acclaim. -12. prosince 2007) , GAWRECKI, Dan (ed.), Opava 2008 , 189-197. 39 BORÁK, Mečislav: Slezsko v letech 1938 -1945 [Silesia 1938 -1945 , in: Dějiny Českého Slezska 1740 . III. pracovní svazek 1938 , Opava 2001, 441-477; BORÁK, Mečislav: České Slezsko 1938 -1945 [Czech Silesia, 1938 -1945 Paramount significance is attached to his extensive monograph in 1998, in which he captured the retribution judiciary in Czechoslovakia in an international context, defined the basic categories of offences and recounted specific stories of people who stood before the Ostravian Extraordinary People's Court, thus demonstrating the model of their activity. The work was the first synthetic consideration of this issue in the Czech historiography, which provided -and still provides -a base for subsequent researches of the Extraordinary People's Courts. He captured even the response to "Kristallnacht" in Czechoslovakia. 56 At the beginning of the new millennium these researches led him to turn to the issue of the restitution of the cultural property of WWII victims, thus obtaining international reputation as one of the leading experts.
57
The Katyń crime of 1940 became his last major issue, especially its victims originating from the Czech lands, particularly the Poles from Těšín Silesia or related to it. After the release of the first Czech monograph on this crime and of the first extensive work on the victims of Katyń from the territory of the Czech Republic in Polish, 58 the search for and the registration of the victims continued along with the exploration of a series of subtopics in a number of articles and studies, 59 which were carried out after the year 2000 as part of the research of (1938) (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) The results of this extremely challenging work were wrapped up in a monograph in 2011 containing biographies of almost 500 people, shot in 1940 by members of the NKVD in Katyń, Kharkov, Tver, the Ukrainian Bykoven and in other parts of the USSR, which were verified in Russian, Ukrainian, Polish, Czech and German materials. 61 However, the research goes on and, thanks to the extensive popularization and information activities, further relatives and descendants of the victims keep reporting yet. Particularly significant was the founding role of M. Borák in the already mentioned research Voice of History (Graves in Katyń Woods, Ostashkov Camp, Starobilsk Camp)], in: Szkice i dialog. Kwartalnik społeczno-kulturalny, Polish Evangelical Institut in Stocholm, 11, 1990, 40, 32-40 Śląski, vol. 37, 2001, 106- Their goal was to cover the progress and the mechanisms of political persecution (in the Russian terminology of "repression") in the USSR, to find out about their specific victims from among the Czechs, the Czechoslovak citizens and the population of the Czech lands, to create a computer database about them (the input hypothesis assumed approximately 5, 000 victims) and to gather the supporting documents for the verification of individual cases and of the fates of the persecuted ones. He also organised a collection of contributions from the international scientific conference for the completion of the project in November 2006 in Prague, and a two-part collection of synthetic studies Perzekuce československých občanů v Sovětském svazu [The persecution of Czechoslovak Citizens in the Soviet Union (1918 Union ( -1956 ], which was issued in the spring of 2007. 67 While the first one presented the results of the project, the second one published a major study on the executions as part of political repression in the USSR and their victims in the years 1918-1956. 68 In the last stage, 2009-2014, he examined the fate of the Czechs executed in the period of the "Great Terror" 1937 Terror" -1938 , not only in the Russian archives, but more consistently also in archives, libraries and universities in Ukraine, where he also gained the Ukrainian regis- Opava, 2007; Perzekuce československých občanů v Sovětském svazu (1918 -1956 . Část I. Vězni a popravení, Opava 2007, 7-14; Část II. Váleční zajatci a internovaní, Opava 2007, 7-14; Popravy jako součást politických represí v SSSR a dosud zjištěné oběti z řad Čechů a československých občanů [Execution as Part of Political Repression in the USSR and the Hitherto Known Victims of the Czechs and the Czechoslovak Citizens], in: Perzekuce československých občanů v Sovětském svazu . Část I. Vězni a popravení, Opava 2007, 117-236 . Část I. Vězni a popravení, Opava 2007, 237-252 . persons, buried at all five of the Moscow burial sites of repression victims. In the second one, dealing with the repression of the Czech residents of Soviet Ukraine, he presented a register of more than 500 Czechs and Czechoslovak citizens executed and described in detail the fates of the executed from the area of Volyně and Podillya. 73 It is visible on the issue of the persecution of the Czechs and Czechoslovak citizens in the Soviet Union how Borák's work intertwines individual topics, how he returns to already researched phenomena from a different angle, based on new sources and findings, asking more and more questions. This continuity becomes even more apparent with the last of his great research interests, concerning the problems of the Polish minority and inter-ethnical relations, which he was led to by his research on Těšín Silesia. As one of the leading experts in this area, he focused on controversial or conflicting topics which affected and are affecting the Czechoslovak-Polish or Czech-Polish relations in their history and in the present. 
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When enumerating the research and publication activities of Professor Borák, one may not forget his systematic, organizational activity. He participated in carrying out nearly forty research projects from international projects through grants of State and interdepartmental agencies, the Moravia-Silesia Region or from the statutory city of Ostrava, to scientific tasks in the institutions he was active in, being the research group leader or auxiliary investigator on the project. 77 During these activities, he undertook a number of foreign study visits and nships -in the 1990s, primarily in the archives and scientific institutions in Poland, from 2000 in Russia and Ukraine, but also in Israel or in China. 78 In this context, his extensive editorial activity should be recalled, which includes nearly thirty professional books published in the past quarter-century. These are especially syntheses and collections relating to the history of the regions of Těšínsko and Silesia, as well as 79 to the current problems of the Opava Region and 80 to the Czech-Polish relations. 81 Furthermore, they are works dedicated to the persecution of the Czechoslovak citizens in the former Soviet Union 82 and the retribution judiciary, 83 however, the largest group is made r © held a number of consultations with individuals, organizations and various authorities, and worked on nearly thirty national and international expert boards. 90 The results of his scientific activities were naturally projected into his university instruction and he was able to advise and help students in virtually all areas of the 20 th century thanks to the breadth of his scientific interests and contacts, as historian Jiří Friedl recalls. 91 In this respect, his particularly significant merit is his contribution to the youngest faculty of the Silesian University in Opava -the Faculty of Public Policies in Opava, where he commissioned several new articles devoted to the problems of minorities, political persecution and the compensation of their victims including study material; and he is the guarantor and chairman of the Professional Council of doctoral study of the field Modern History of Central Europe. An important part of Borák's work is writing on current affairs and various forms of the popularization of scientific findings. He has published over 500 articles in newspapers and magazines, appeared in more than 100 television programs and 70 radio programs, familiarizing the Czech and Polish public in an appealing way not only with the results of his research, but also with historical events, tabooed topics and commonly unknown facts.
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He dedicated a considerable part of his journalism to the experience of his study visits and expeditions that took place over the two decades, mostly in Central and Eastern Europe, but one of them introduced him to Latin America as well.
94
Initially, he set out to the sites of the events he was researching, 95 later, he organized interesting expeditions in the footsteps of historical theories and facts. In the summer of 1995, for instance, he organized the Great Valachian Expedition, during which he and his two companions crossed on foot the Carpathians Mountains, following a 1,600 km long route from the Banat at the Danube through Romania, Ukraine, Poland and Slovakia into the Moravian-Silesian Beskydy Mountains, to verify the migration theory on the origin of Valachs. In the summer of 2001, the Expedition Amber Trail set out, which followed the tracks of the historic trade route from Russian Kaliningrad at the Baltic Sea to Italian Aquileia at the Adriatic Sea both in the countryside and in the collections of more than a hundred museums on the territory of eight countries.
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Each of these expeditions was different, but the core was always an interesting and novel idea and the effort to make historical events, his own experience, storytelling or memories of witnesses and contemporaries available to the public. It is symbolic that while The multilateral and diverse activities of M. Borák confound not only by their scope, but especially by their inter-dependency and continuity, which enable him to find new and unexpected connections. They are characterised by a never ending search for the historical truth, by uncovering the mechanisms of persecution and the long forgotten fates of their victims, by the attempt to bring to light their memories and thus return them to their families and descendants, by the search of the roots of the current conflicts in the historical memory and the effort to solve them. In his work he combines erudition and deep knowledge of each topic or issue examined with the fervour of a reporter, approaching the "crime scene", and the ability to capture in special, engaging ways the results of the study of the past. In the present Czech historiography, he is the founder of international renown of the research on persecution of the population in Central and Eastern Europe in the 20 th century, and an expert on the issue of compensation to their victims, a leading expert of the Holocaust and the restitution of lost Jewish assets. His researches of the persecutions, of Czech-Polish relations, and of the Polish minority in Těšín Silesia and in Czechoslovakia are valued both in our country and in Poland. At the same time, he is a tireless advocate and promoter of the discovered knowledge, aiming at its practical use, including their embedding in the legislation -an expert, to whom people and organizations may turn for help and on whom they can rely. It is this "feedback" upon the thousands of hours of hidden intense work, search for material and correspondence, which are nowhere to be seen, and which were often the stimulus for further research. Although, according to the jubilee celebrating man, the time of great projects is over, let us believe that this is not quite the case yet and that we may look forward to his next creative achievements. For that, I would like to wish him in the years to come especially good health, strength, and enthusiasm, on which he has always relied both in serious and simple matters.
